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mahesh bhatt's pukar promises to be a political melodrama of the impact of terrorists and fanatical
nationalism on the lives of two people - a young indian soldier, sanjay (suniel shetty), and his

pakistani friend, shakeel (dara singh). while the patriotic wind is not blowing south, roja's success
has inspired some madras film makers to dub movies with a pan-indian view. director pavithran is

dubbing i love india - the story of an army soldier who takes on kashmiri terrorists - into english and
hindi. mani ratnam's bombay, a love story set against the communal riots, may also have a hindi

soundtrack. sometimes, you want to cut ties with everyone and just hide out in the woods. but that's
not possible. so, i would sit out in the woods sometimes and just play guitar. something got me

thinking, though - that was all that i was doing, the same thing i was doing then, was struggling to
keep my head above water and stay sane.i tried to get a job, but it was too hard to find and it only
took me two months of almost being homeless to find out that there was no way i could live on the
money i had then. so i started saving and selling things. after so much time living out of my car, i
was finally able to find an apartment and a place to sleep. but i still thought about leaving town.at
the start of the summer i finally had a bit of money left after months of saving and selling things. i
saved up and bought a ticket. my dad told me i was going to draw attention, and he might lose his

job if i did that. but he understood and he didn't ask me anything as i packed my bags and left.
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